
SDK Tek Services Ltd.
SDK: Canadian leaders in Microsoft's Azure data platform. From governance to 

actionable insights, we lead. 

Experience Fabric with SDK - At No Cost!
Join us for an enlightening half-day session:
• Discover Fabric: Begin with a comprehensize overview followed by a live demon-

stration of Fabric’s standout features, unifying hybrid and multi-cloud data 

estates for faster, connected intelligence. 

• Your Needs, Addressed: Dive deep into a workshop tailored to your organization’s 

tech platforms, processes and unique data estates. Understand how Fabric can 

be the solution to your organization’s needs. 

Fabric's Capabilities Showcased:
1. Unify your hybrid and multi-cloud enterprise data estate for analytics: Establish a 

regulated hub to centralize and organize all your business data, creating a 

foundation for innovative analytics. Streamline your workloads and enable your 

data engineers to spin up analytics solutions faster than ever before.

2. Build fit-for-purpose analytics models: Leverage the full potential of your data by 

constructing ML and AI models on a connected foundation with no data move-

ment. Enable data scientists to perform analysis on large volumes of data in real 

time leveraging the tools and languages they already know.

3. Responsibly democratize analytics with data governance: Connect the services 

you need to enable an open, scalable analytics platform with built-in security 

and governance. Equip your data engineers, data scientists, and data analysts to 

access the right data, at the right time, for ease of democratization.

4. Scale transformative analytics applications: Equip data analysts and data 

citizens with robust self-service analytics tools to expedite innovation with real 

time insights. Create connected intelligence for all applications to enable better 

decision-making and transformative impact.

5. Govern and protect your data: Responsibly connect people and data using an 

open platform with built-in security, governance, and compliance. Use the 

expertise and resources of Microsoft to keep your data secure, patch vulnerabili-

ties, monitor threats, and comply with regulations.
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“Before Microsoft Fabric, our 

data processes were redun-

dant, siloed, manual, and slow. 

Now, not only have we 

achieved unified, real-time 

insights, but our decision-mak-

ing is faster and more accurate 

than ever. We are now able to 

focus on our core purpose of 

finding solutions, not wasting 

time wrestling data.”

 

- A Happy SDK Customer


